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>> Wiz Khalifa delivers a
blazing performance at
the Convocation Center
Saturday, page 9
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TECHNOLOGY

COB emails
students’
information
By KALEIGH SOMERS
The Breeze

NEW venue, MORE music

At : a.m. on Wednesday, sophomore computer information systems
major Joseph Peterson received an email
from Ann Marie
Pringle, a secretar y in the
Disclosed
of Busiinformation College
ness, labeled
as a student
 Email addresses
adviser survey.
On Thursday
 JACard
at : p.m., he
numbers
received a second email from
 Majors and
Michelle Dunminors
can, director of
 Career and
COB’s Academic
center,
semester GPAs Services
with instruc Class credits
tions to delete it.
Peter Adviser names
son opened it
a n d re a l i z e d
 Levels in COB
the message
 FERPA statuses
contained a
Microsoft Excel
 Students who
document with
applied for
an estimated
, business
graduation
majors’ information, including whether the student had
applied for graduation, their level in the
College of Business, their career and semester GPAs, their JACard numbers, adviser
names, majors, minors, email addresses
and class credits.
“On March ,  an e-mail was sent
to  JMU students that inadvertently
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The Dangerous Ponies perform at the new Downtown Music 34 venue on South Main Street during the 14th annual MACRoCk music festival Saturday.

Bands gather at refurbished downtown venue to perform at annual music festival

see COB, page 4

By NEAL HOLLOWELL
The Breeze

>> For more on MACRoCk,
see page 9

The - year-old MACRoCk branched out to
a new stage this past weekend, as yet another
venue joined the list of hosts for the annual
music festival held in downtown Harrisonburg.
Downtown Music  is appropriately named
for its location on  South Main St., and the
venue had its work cut out for it before hosting
 bands over two nights.
During a performance, Downtown Music 
can best be described as a dimly lit warehouse.
The building features a stage jutting out from
the far wall, as well as mounds of audio equipment and lighting. By day, Downtown Music 
displays its full inventory Monday through Saturday, but stores it away for floor space during
performances. There is always a small inventory out. A handful of violins lined the walls
during what was a largely punk performance.
Thom Metroka, manager of Downtown
Music , took over the location in October
and has worked tirelessly in preparation for
the festival.

Metroka spent the past few months in talks
with the city of Harrisonburg to change the
zoning of his property. According to Metroka, the zoning change was approved just two
months ago. MACRoCk is one of the new venue’s first challenges.
“We put a lot of renovations into bathrooms,
upgrades, and all that stuff that needs to happen for the zoning changes,” Metroka said. “We
got lighting systems set up, sound systems set
up.”
But being a host to Harrisonburg’s largest music festival was just another day at the
office. A day that included managing numerous logistics, attending to the guests and
keeping the bands happy.
“[MACRoCk], they take care of all the promotions, and they do all the behind the scenes
stuff,” Metroka said. “For us as a venue, it’s just
another night.”
The location was a music retail store prior to
Metroka’s acquisition. Under his management,

it still retains that role.
“We still do full music retail by day,” Metroka said.
In addition, Downtown Music  provides
audio and video recording for local bands, lessons and sells musical instruments.
This weekend, the new venue provided
audiences with their alternative and punk
rock fix, with bands including The Dangerous
Ponies, Hop Along, Black Market Guru and
Gypsy Death & You on Friday night.
On Saturday, the headlining band was The
Bouncing Souls, who brought out a crowd that
spilled through Downtown ’s door. Before
they took the stage, the Menzingers got the
audience ready with one of the most energetic
sets of the nights. People were crowd-surfing and near the middle of the band’s set, a
mosh pit formed, taking up most of the small
warehouse.
When The Bouncing Souls took the stage,
the energy continued. Flashing lights and
strobes set the tone as the band’s avid followers
see VENUE, page 10

SGA 2011
SGA Debate Candidates:

Kenzie
Fisher

Chris
Brown

Hosted by The Breeze

Emily
Douillard

Abby Ware

April 11 @ 8 p.m.

Pat Watral

junior international
affairs major
Student Body
President

In the lower drum of the Festival Stage
>> Questions to submit? Email sgadebate@gmail.com

BOARD OF VISITORS

Undergrad tuition increases

At BOV meeting, tuition rates rise, presidential search firm is chosen
The Board of Visitors chose a presidential search firm and approved
tuition increases for undergraduate
students beginning July  at Friday’s
meeting, according to university
spokesman Don Egle.
Greenwood/Asher & Associates was
chosen to help BOV select the university’s next president, according to Egle.
The firm has worked with JMU before
to select George Sparks, the Dean of the
College of Visual and Performing Arts.
Egle said tuition will be increased
due to reduction in both state and federal funding for the fiscal  budget.
Tuition will increase . percent for
in-state students and five percent for
out-of-state students, making in-state
tuition and room and board $,
and out-of-state tuition and room and
board $,.
The increase in tuition per semester will be $. for in-state students
and $. for out-of-state students.

Tutition increases
YEAR

IN-STATE

2000-2001

$ 2,000

$ 4,925

2001-2002

2,047

5,303

2002-2003

2,314

5,906

2003-2004

2,529

6,640

2004-2005

2,738

7,210

2005-2006

2,943

7,661

2006-2007

3,145

8,118

2007-2008

3,333

8,693

2008-2009

3,482

9,229

2009-2010

3,622

9,688

2010-2011

3,930

10,312

4,157.94

10,827.60

* 2011-2012

*5 percent increase for out-of-state and 5.8 percent increase for in-state.
These tuition raises are per semester do not include room and board
GRAPHIC BY JENA THIELGES / THE BREEZE

see MEETING, page 4
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NEWS
Outside the classroom

PR class promotes
local businesses and
organizations.

7

OPINION
The importance of profit

Student explains how
capitalism encourages
artificial dyes.

junior health
sciences major
Student
Representative
to the Board of
Visitors

sophomore
communication
studies major
Student Body
Vice President

sophomore political
science major
Executive
Treasurer

junior health
sciences major
Student Body
Vice President

SPRINGFEST

Block party Facebook event
cancelled after warnings
By GEORGINA BUCKLEY
The Breeze

On Friday and Saturday, the apartment complexes surrounding JMU were
bare.
Despite all the rumors and Facebook
activity concerning Springfest and Block
Party , revelers did not show up for
the event.
Poppcorn Mike, a creator of the
“Springfest Block Party” event on Facebook, said on Thursday that it was
cancelled.
The event page had amassed more
than , students listed as “attending.”
“I wasn’t aware it was even supposed
to happen this weekend,” said 
alumnus Chris Gesualdi.
However, the Harrisonburg Police
Department is still on alert for anything
that might come up.
“There were no major incidents that
we ran into last night or today,” said
police spokeswoman Mary-Hope Vass

9

LIFE
Car crazy

Student car club
displays collection in
th annual show.

on Saturday evening. “We still have
additional officers out today and tonight
along with the coming weekend.”
Residents of Fox Hill Townhomes,
University Fields and Sunchase Aparments had received plenty of warning
before the weekend about the consequences of such festivities.
Sunchase management sent out an
email to residents after the Facebook
page put the location of the event in
Chase Courts at Sunchase. University
Fields posted on its event Facebook page
that the event would not be permitted.
The first row of Fox Hill Townhomes,
managed by Lee & Associates and
privately owned, sent out a letter cautioning residents about the upcoming
weekend.
“We’re happy that nothing has
happened so far,” said Stephanie
Furr, property manager for Fox Hill
Townhomes, on Friday afternoon.
see BLOCK PARTY, page 4
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SPORTS
Spring cleaning

JMU softball sweeps their
weekend series with the
George Mason Patriots.
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IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you are one of the most
romantic and adventurous individuals
born under your sign. Men born on this
date tend toward a kind of old-fashioned
machismo that has them pursuing all
manner of masculine activities. Women
born on this date, while just as strong as
their male counterparts in character and
physique, tend toward a more dreamy
makeup — they may have wanted to be
ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
You’ll have to make
a few decisions you
may not be ready to make, but the
outcome should be favorable.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You can have a
huge impact on
the day’s proceedings simply by
focusing on your own issues.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
You may come up
against an obstacle
that takes a rare and unexpected
form; what the experts have to
say can help you only so much.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The biggest mistake
you can make is to
force things to happen according
to your own preferences and
agenda. Don’t be selfish.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
A collaborative
effort results in a
job well done, and you’re sure to
win praise for bringing together
many whose work is top-notch.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Someone may do or
say something that
has you getting a little hot under
the collar. Why, really, are you
reacting in this way?

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Take care not to
begin feeling sorry
for yourself at this time; no one
is treating you like a second-class
citizen.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Others may want
to change the way
they go about doing things — but
without citing any good reason.
You’ll be the traditionalist.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
It’s the little things
that matter most,
and when you have the chance,
you’ll want to look back and see
what made the biggest difference.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You may not see
any immediate
effects of a rash decision, but you
must also consider any long-term
ramifications as well.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You may have
trouble pushing
through to the end, even after
making a strong start. Physical
issues are catching up to you.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Someone is likely to
make you an offer
that has you considering a whole
new set of options. What lies
ahead may require a change.

RYAN FREELAND / THE BREEZE

‘You know what it is’

Rapper Wiz Khalifa’s Saturday performance at the Convocation Center had the crowd on its feet nonstop.
The concert, which was sold out within the first two hours of ticket sales, also featured rapper Mac Miller
and electro-pop outfit Mansion on the Moon. Khalifa’s set lasted almost an hour.

F MINUS

acebook.com/thebreezejmu

NATION&WORLD
Lackluster coal
quarter fosters
cheaper gas
By MARIO PARKER
and MOMING ZHOU
Bloomberg News
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Today

CHICAGO — While coal
had its worst quarter since
 on the New York Mercantile Exchange in the past three
months, gas is still at least 
percent cheaper, according to
Barclays Capital in New York
and Houston-based Canaccord
Genuity Inc. Power companies
will keep switching to gas until
, said Andre Benjamin, an
analyst at Goldman Sachs in New
York.
President Barack Obama said
March  the U.S. should exploit
its shale-gas deposits as part of
a long-term plan to guarantee
energy in the wake of the nuclear emergency in Japan after the
March  earthquake. About

, tons of coal a day may
have been displaced during the
quarter in favor of gas, while six
coal-fired units capable of burning a combined  million tons
of the fuel a year were retired,
according to Boulder, Colo.based SNL Energy.
“We’re going to see continued
switching,” said Jim Rollyson, an
analyst in Houston at Raymond
James Financial, whose recommendations gave investors a 
percent return in the past year.
“We’re able to find gas cheaply
right now and it doesn’t look like
that’s going to change anytime
soon.”
U.S. gas production rose .
percent in  as output from
shale deposits grew, according
to data from the Energy Department in Washington. The nation
has enough gas to meet demand
for  years, based on  consumption levels, it said.
Coal is still the dominant fuel
in power production, accounting for an estimated  percent
of electricity this year.

L’Italia
Restaurant & Bar
Authentic Italian cuisine in a casual setting
Serving homemade food since 1985

Reservations & Catering
for Graduation!
Call today to make your reservations

Hours:
Sun-Thurs: 11am-10pm
Fri & Sat: 11am-11am

*Check out our menu
*Across from Sheetz

We Dig the Dukes!
specials

815 East Market St.• www.litalia-restaurant.com • 540.433.0961

Follow DAN’S
us!
BODY SERVICE, INC.

2597 Harpine Hwy
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
540-434-8889

@TheBreezeJMU

HOURS: MON-FRI 8 AM - 5PM

We need
WRITERS!
breezepress@gmail.com

15% OFF any color service
$2 OFF any nail service
Expires 4.30.11

Tracey Rocchiccioli Cash
5001 Spotswood Trail
Penn Laird, Va 22846

540.433.2377
Over 20 Years Experience
Walk-ins Welcome

News

VCU fans riot video online
at breezejmu.org

Editors Kaleigh Somers, Aaron Koepper & Georgina Buckley Email breezenews@gmail.com
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community

I took
SCOM 461!
Add experiences and work to
your portfolio that increases
professional opportunities.

Enroll in SCOM 461 and help the
community by problem-solving for
local businesses and non-profits.

Take SCOM 460 (prerequisite)
and learn public relations skills.

Graphic by Jena Thielges / the breeze

SCOM 461: Public Relations Campaigns gives students an opportunity to help businesses in the community by creating flyers, brochures and other publications. This semester, one group of students set
up an account on Etsy, a website similar to Ebay but for handmade items, for The Cottage, a vintage gifts and furniture store on South Avenue in Harrisonburg and Main Street in Dayton.

Branding local businesses

Communication studies students use classroom skills to promote organizations and events in the Shenandoah Valley
By Anne Elsea
The Breeze

Students in three sections of SCOM 461: Public Relations
Campaigns are seeing the effects of their classroom work by
creating campaigns for local businesses and non-profit organizations around Harrisonburg.
The classes require students to use the public relations skills
they learned in the prerequisite class, SCOM 460: Public Relations Management. Students work in groups of their choice.
Depending on their professor, they either choose a company
to work for or are assigned a company by the professor.
Students in professor Corey Hickerson’s class will create materials for an environmental campaign for JMU. The
objectives for the class include development of the skills and
knowledge needed to advise future clients in effective and

legitimate “green” public relations practices.
At the end of the semester, students will present their work
to JMU’s Institute for Stewardship of the Natural World members to determine if their campaigns will be fully or partially
enacted next year, according to Hickerson.
“Students put the work they do in this class into their portfolios and they mention it in their interviews,” Hickerson said.
In professor John Stone’s SCOM 461 class, students are working with businesses ranging from museums to country clubs.
Heather Woody, a senior communication studies major
in Stone’s class, and her group are working with The Cottage,
Nancy Rollman’s vintage gifts and furniture shop on South
Avenue in Harrisonburg.
“It’s really cool to actually have real clients and be treated
as professionals in campaigns that allow us to do specific jobs
for each company,” Woody said.

Woody and her group have created business cards, a rac
card, which is similar to a one-panel brochure, and an Etsy
account. Etsy is a website that allows customers and vendors
to buy and sell handmade and vintage items and supplies.
“We plan to distribute all of the promotional materials we
have created to increase awareness and increase visitors to
the store,” Woody said.
Sara Pine, a senior working in Woody’s group, said she
enjoyed working with outside organizations.
‘’Helping in the community is the most rewarding aspect to
better their business while we are also able to learn about what
methods are actually effective and which aren’t,” said Pine, a
communication studies major.
Another group in Stone’s class is working with Habitat for
see SCOM, page 4

science

Professor’s experiment gains national recognition
By Eloise Banting
contributing writer

After 10 years of research, JMU physics professor Kevin Giovanetti and a team
of scientists successfully completed the
MULAN project.
Otherwise known as the Muon
Lifetime Analysis Project, the project
discovered that the average lifetime of a
muon is two millionths of a second. This
has cultivated attention from various
scientific journals and national institutions, such as the Physical Review Letters
journal.
Giovanetti, a director of the project,
worked on the experiment directly with
physics students from JMU selected
by him at the Paul Scherrer Institute in

Villigen, Switzerland.
The project measured the lifetime of
the muon, an elementary particle, which
means it is not made of smaller particles.
“The sun gives out flight and throws
out ‘junk,’ ” Giovanetti said. “Some of that
‘junk’ hits the earth’s atmosphere and, in
the process, one of the things it creates
is a muon.”
Muons are prevalent within earth’s
atmosphere and are components of cosmic rays.
The idea of the MULAN Project came
from Giovanetti’s thesis project at the
College of William & Mary. Giovanetti
received funds from the National Science Foundation and collaborated with
the physics and astronomy departments at the University of Illinois at

basketball

technology

Urbana-Champaign, the University of
Kentucky and Boston University.

“There are particles
that are streaming
towards the earth from
various sources.”
Kevin Giovanetti
physics professor

“One of my mentors at William & Mary,
Bob Siegal, was very interested in doing
an experiment where they compared the
effect of a positive muon and its antiparticle, the negative muon,” Giovanetti said.

“His goal was to try to understand why the
muons disappear inside of an atom when
they replace the electron.”
Siegal’s main concern, according
to Giovanetti, was understanding why
muons behave differently within an atom
than in freedom.
The measurement made by the
MULAN Project is one of the most accurate assessments of the muon lifetime,
according to scienceblog.com, a national
Wordpress blog started in 2002. Giovanetti said the Paul Scherrer Institute was one
of the only institutions with the necessary
proton accelerator for the most precise
calculation of the muon lifetime.
The experiment consisted of a series
of simulated muon interactions with
the carbon element. These interactions

allowed the researchers to observe the
muon and calculate its average lifetime.
Some muons essentially lived longer than
other muons, according to Giovanetti.
These inconsistent results provided a
challenge for the researchers, who had
to base much of the data on the average
lifetime of the muon.
“As long as you measure some that are
too big as well as too small, when you’re
averaging, those effects cancel out,”
Giovanetti said. “So our effort was never
to measure a single process that one time
really, really well. We wanted to make
sure that it was really, really unbiased.”
Although the students who worked
with Giovanetti have since graduated,

see physics, page 4

Final Four Student develops Android app for HDPT schedule
loss causes
riot at VCU
>> For VCU v. Butler game
coverage, see page 11
Riot police were called in when
upset fans took to the streets after
the loss of Virginia Commonwealth
University’s men’s basketball team
on Saturday, according to the Richmond Times-Dispatch. The team
lost 70-62 to Butler University in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Final Four tournament.
After the basketball game, students gathered on Broad Street in
Richmond. There were reports of
violence and property damage to
a police vehicle, glass bottles were
thrown from balconies and small
fires were started, the Richmond
Times-Dispatch said.
The Richmond Police Department and Virginia state police used
smoke and pepper spray to suppress
the crowd after some violence broke
out. But crowds appeared to be more
celebratory than violent, according
to the Richmond Times-Dispatch.
According to The Washington
Post, police anticipated celebrations and were ready to contain the
crowd after last Saturday’s celebrations when VCU beat Kansas State
University 71-61 to claim a spot in
the Final Four tournament.
Other fans broke bricks and threw
them at police along Laurel Street,
the Richmond Times-Dispatch said.
—staff report

By Stephany Holguin
The Breeze

Cold weather and an empty stomach
motivated sophomore Matt Jeanes to
develop a phone application that gives
up-to-date statuses of on- and off-campus bus routes.
Jeanes created the bus app for
Android phones in January 2010, and
he hopes it will completely replace the
current paper schedules.
“Every day we’d walk across campus
from the bookstore to E-Hall for dinner,”
said Jeanes, a computer science major.
“When the weather got colder, we started taking the buses across campus and
I got tired of having to rely on the paper
schedule.”
The application allows users to view
what buses are running, their current
location and their destination.
The application also adjusts the
schedule on users’ phones, depending
on whether the route is running early,
late or on time. This system has been
modified to work with the late-night
routes, allowing late-night bus riders to
estimate where the buses actually are,
according to Jeanes.
In addition, the app’s route finder feature shows users what routes can take
them from point A to point B and how
long it will take to arrive.
“If your phone has GPS enabled, the
app can take advantage of that sensor
and show which buses go to your current location, which are the ones there,
and which ones are heading there,”
Jeanes said.
Phones do not need to have GPS
enabled for the application to function.
Jeanes created two versions: one for
free and a $2 full version.
The free version will allow users to
see the only on-campus routes, while
the paid version enables off-campus
routes and GPS functions.

“The bus app was my first project
involving mobile platforms,” Jeanes
said. “It started out as a hobby project
for myself and I eventually thought that
others might find it useful so I published
it on the market.”
According to Jeanes, the free version
has been downloaded more than 1,600
times and approximately 125 users have
downloaded the full version.
After receiving positive feedback
from the current Android bus schedule
app users, Jeanes said that the app for
iPhones would be released soon.
Jeanes received initial support from
the JMU Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers Computer Society.
The club voted to support Jeanes’s
project because it related directly to
the club’s focus: computers and mobile
technology.
IEEECS has helped publicize the app
through word of mouth and flyers.
Anthony Teate, IEEECS adviser and
physics and integrated science and
technology professor, helped Jeanes
test the app and contributed ideas to
improve the app along with other club
members.
“When I see a bus, I usually check the
app for accuracy and it always is,” Teate
said. “He has done all the app development independently and I am very
impressed with his programming and
interface design skills.”
Teate said he thought the app should
have an iPhone version.
“I have seen students with iPhones
comment on this version of the app
which runs only on Android phones,”
Teate said. “And I think their desire to
have the app helped encourage Matt
to put in the extra time to develop an
iPhone version, too.”
To create the app, Jeanes wrote a
simple bus finder script that would run
see APP, page 4

Above is a screenshot of an Android application that tracks buses both on and off
campus and shows route schedules. Sophomore Matt Jeanes developed the application.
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COB | Majority of emails removed
from front

contained information from
your education record including your name, JMU ID number,
and JMU grade point average,”
Duncan said in the email. “Your
Social Security Number and
financial information were not
included in this message and
have not been disclosed.”
Sophomore Kim Weinberg
also received the email with
the spreadsheet. She said she
almost deleted it because she
had already taken an adviser
survey.
“I was curious as to what
they released,” said Weinberg,
an accounting major. “I personally looked through Excel
for my name because I looked
for accounting majors that had
my adviser, but my name wasn’t
even on the list.”
Weinberg said she felt sorry
for whomever made the error.
“My second reaction was that
someone was gonna get fired,”
Weinberg said. “I felt kinda bad
for the person that messed up.”
That first email was sent
March , but students weren’t
notified until  hours later,
according to a follow-up email
sent by Duncan to junior Allie
Hansen, a marketing major.
“It was an honest mistake
that happened very quickly,”
Duncan said in the email. “The
university has worked diligently
in the past  hours to rectify the
situation.”
Hansen said she corresponded back and forth with Duncan
via email, hoping to better
understand the situation. Hansen is concerned about any
potential ramifications that COB
hasn’t considered.
For instance, Hansen is
worried that students can use

her JACard number to make
purchases.
“A lot of kids have hundreds
of dollars on FLEX, Dining, Dining Dollars Gold,” Hansen said.
She emailed Duncan about
that issue. Duncan assured her
that JACard services is aware of
the situation and that outside

“It was an honest
mistake that
happened very
quickly. The
university has
worked diligently in
the past 36 hours to
rectify the situation.”
Michelle Duncan
Director, College of
Business Academic
Service Center

vendors, such as Food Lion and
Walmart, must ask for identification if a student wishes to pay
with a FLEX account.
“If they don’t, the student
making the purchase and the
vendor are guilty of fraud,” Duncan said in the email.
Junior Connor Long was
among the students whose
names were in the Excel
document.
“At first I thought it was a joke,
but then I realized this was a
personal [email] that hadn’t
been sent out to everybody,”
said Long, a marketing major.
But then he realized the email
wasn’t spam.
“I was obviously upset. My
personal information is no longer private.”
Don Egle, the university

spokesman, said COB worked
with the information technology
department to correct the mistake as soon as it was identified.
“There were some folks from
the IT department that helped
utilize technology to pull back
a lot of the email communication, therefore minimizing the
impact,” Egle said.
Dale Hulvey, assistant vice
president of the IT department,
had no comment and directed
all questions to Egle.
Egle confirmed that no
financial or Social Security
information was released. He
said those who did receive the
initial email were sent instructions to delete it.
“Clearly you can’t ensure that
people will delete it,” Long said.
“If they wanted to, they could
use it maliciously.”
Egle said affected students
are encouraged to monitor
their JACard accounts and contact the appropriate department
if they notice any suspicious
charges.
None of the students said
they had any such charges on
their accounts.
“There’s only so much you
can do,” Egle said. “The university is making the best effort to
reach out to those students and
share with them what process
they should follow.”
Egle and Hansen both said
they understood the power
the Internet has to spread
information.
“Once one person has
something on the Internet,
everyone in the world can
have it,” Hansen said. “That
doesn’t make me feel safe. That
inspires no confidence in me.”
CONTACT Kaleigh Somers
at breezenews@gmail.com.

SCOM | Class working with other
organizations to promote 5K run/walk
from page 3

Humanity and the American
Heart Association to promote
and organize a K run/walk on
April . The team is currently
designing T-shirts, brochures,

fliers, pamphlets and other
promotional materials to get
the word out about the event.
‘’We have benefited from
SCOM  and the campaign
projects by using what we have
learned in our courses to give

back to causes in our community,” said Mark Tyson, a senior
communication studies major.
CONTACT Anne Elsea at
elseaav@dukes.jmu.edu.

spaces available for

groups of 3 & 4

extra 1/2 bath in common area + short distance to campus through the arboretum

APPLY ONLINE @ STONEGATEHOUSING.COM
1820 PUTTER COURT | 540.442.4496
limited time only. see office for details.

PHYSICS | Undergraduate
student constructs experiment’s parts
from page 3

including Bonnie Ludka and
Eric Bartel, who are familiar
with the MULAN Project.
Lee Dunnavan, a freshman
physics major, constructs parts
for Giovanetti’s experiments in
the Jefferson Lab, a physics lab
for JMU students. He is doing
this work to build up his repertoire for a summer job with the
physics department.
“While we’re making these
parts, we learn about what’s
going on in the experiment
and I hope to understand a little bit more about the physics
involved,” Dunnavan said.
Senior Nicholas Herge,

although he has not worked
directly on the project in Switzerland, said that he was eager
to cultivate an understanding of
Giovanetti’s work for the opportunity to meet scientists outside
of JMU.
“Not only does the physics
department get to take some
students to Switzerland and do
some research at an internationally accredited institution,
but it’s a great experience
because you get to meet scientists from around the world,”
said Herge, a physics major.
Giovanetti was not concerned about the time it took
to conduct the experiment, just
in determining a valid length

of the lifetime on a muon. This
length of time allowed the scientists to do the appropriate
research and analysis with
accurate results.
“I knew it was going to take
time, but, more than anything
else, I was worried about getting
an answer — not how long it
took,” Giovanetti said. “If it had
taken  years or eight years,
I don’t think that would have
mattered, as long as we were
confident that in the end we were
going to get a good number.”
CONTACT Eloise Banting at
bantiner@dukes.jmu.edu.

BLOCK PARTY | Quiet
weekend follows President’s email
from front

President Linwood Rose sent
out an email last week regarding Springfest, encouraging the
student body not to attend the
event.
“The university is pleased
everything worked out this
past weekend,” said Don Egle,
university spokesman “We’re
going to encourage students

to continue to make good
decisions.”
An email was also sent out
from Fraternity and Sorority
Life to the Greek system urging
them not to allow or attend the
“Springfest Block Party” event.
Traditionally, Springfest and
Block Party are celebrated during Alumni Weekend. Last year,
the event was celebrated on
April  and .

Matt Connoly, a  alumnus, came down this weekend
to see friends because he
wouldn’t be able to come down
another time in April.
“Police shot tear gas at people
last year,” Connoly said. “You’re
not going to party after that.”
CONTACT Georgina Buckley
at breezenews@gmail.com.

APP | ‘indispensable,’ says professor
from page 3

from his computer. Once he got
comfortable with the JavaScript
program, Jeanes then made the
script more complex, added features and translated it into Java,
the programming language used
for Android phones.
Teate said he thinks the app
will be useful next year with the
new gates. With the decrease in
the number of cars on campus,

he thinks the major form of
transportation will be the bus
system.
“The app will become indispensable,” Teate said. “I would
have no idea when the buses
arrive or what routes to take, and
I’d much rather use my Droid
with GPS than to try to find my
location on a printed schedule.”
Sophomore Chelsea Garvey, an Android owner, said
she would download it as well.

Garvey said she will be living off
campus next year and she thinks
this app will be convenient to
commute to and from school.
“I will never lose the bus
schedule route,” Garvey said. “It
sounds like a helpful application
because it’s nice to know where
the buses are coming from.”
CONTACT Stephany Holguin
at holguise@dukes.jmu.edu.

MEETING | Most students in-state
from front

Undergraduate tuition is currently $, for in-state
students and $,  for

out-of-state students. Of the
, undergraduate students
at JMU, . percent are from
Virginia and . percent are
out-of-state students, according

to the University Business
Office.
—Staff report
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Harrisonburg, Virginia

Enjoy Great Pizza At A Great Price!
Dine In- Take Out- Free Delivery
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Catering Available For All Occasions

$1.50

Lunch Special
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Delivery Only
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Reading about health

I applaud The Breeze for giving a
platform to this important aspect of
college life. It could be argued that
by having weekly Life, Sports and
humor columns, these topics become
accepted.
Our health should be just as important as the other regular columns and
become normalized as well. It is one
of the only things we can nurture and
consider our own as we walk through
college and through the rest of our
lives.
My hope for this column is that it
will broaden the definition of health
and weaken any mental or emotional
barriers. Health is more than  minutes at UREC and I praise “Healthier
You” for embodying that refreshing
concept.
Grace Milbourne
junior communication
studies major

Fencing facts

checking for injury. Instead, a pause is
required between the hits for both of
the fencers to reset.
The incorrect information kept coming. Overall record doesn’t determine
individual places. The top eight fence
each other and then final places are
awarded.
In regard to places, I was disappointed that only the men’s results were
included. The women’s foil team did
well and placed third. Two individuals
from the team also placed individually.
Senior Melanie Demaree got third place
and junior Brigitte Roussos placed seventh place.
The article seemed uneducated. It
does not take much time to ask questions or even look up basic information.
I wish the author had put more effort
into his writing.
Kathryn Sinclair
junior biotechnology major

I was beyond excited when I saw
The Breeze feature a new column,
“Healthier You” by Alicia Hesse. I’ve
kept my eye on the column and am
optimistic about what is in store.
I was touched by the first article,
advocating a personal decision to be
healthier and not letting negativity and
fear tie you down in a stagnant position.
I feel like a lot of us are stuck in a
continuum, letting the opinions of others and the abundant body of health
information grade us on our health,
mostly in a negative fashion.
Making health personal and practical
is what college students need to spend
more time on, instead of some abstract
and impenetrable barrier.
We don’t need to keep failing ourselves and our health. Success is about
putting ourselves and our health on
the front burners of our minds.

I was excited when I opened the paper
on March  and saw an article about the
Southern Atlantic Conference regional
fencing tournament. I, however, became
discouraged by the errors as I read the
article through.
I think it is rude to write an article
without knowledge about the topic. The
numerous errors in the article revealed
the lack of research.
The first major error was in the
description of the foil “outfit.” The article claimed that foilists only wear a
“suit” that covers the torso. The entire
body, however, is covered as shown in
the article picture, which is not of JMU
fencers.
The vest shown is a lamé, which gets
connected to the electrical system to
register hits in the foil area. In addition,
the match does stop for an off-target hit.
However, this has nothing to do with

SARA WOZNICKI | guest columnist

Defining JMU traditions

The new Spirit Rock lacks significant story
On March , I received a text from
a friend telling me to come and paint
a rock on the Festival lawn. I was
intrigued and thought she must be
inviting me to make a paper weight
or a welcome rock. Unfortunately, she
was not referencing a spontaneous
craft fair; she was instead referring to a
now-permanent blemish on the beautiful face of JMU.
The Madison Society, which is a
new organization composed of faculty dedicated to maintaining traditions
on campus, came up with the plan to
place a huge rock in the center of Festival lawn. With the best intentions, they
brought the bluestone rock to campus in order to give students a place
to write comments and show off our
school spirit.
I had never heard of this concept,
but apparently this is a common tradition in high schools as a way to
advertise upcoming events. Other
schools, such as Clemson University
and Virginia Tech have ceremonial rocks that football players touch
before each game. However, the rock
that is now the blemish of East Campus holds little luck or tradition.
The decision to put a huge rock in
the middle of the lawn has upset many
people due to the lawn’s use for other
purposes. It is literally in the middle of
the Festival lawn. For those of us not
lucky enough to live on the Quad, the
Festival lawn is our place to sunbathe
and frolic.
Our space is already limited due
to the construction of the new building and the Astronomy Park and we
do not need another obstacle. I am
assuming that the reasoning behind
the placement is to mimic the Kissing Rock on the Quad, but that rock
is off to the side. If the Kissing Rock
were in the center of the Quad, it
would have been moved a long time
ago because no one can play a kickball
game around a giant rock.
It could have been a great way to
show our team how we support them
each game when they walked by a
freshly painted rock, but even if we do
paint the rock for games, it’s not in the
vicinity for anyone to see it.
The rock is also hideously tacky. A
dart in the “Darts & Pats” criticized the
rock for ruining the view and called it
an “eyesore.”
My first impression of the rock was
that it looked like an igloo. Our campus
has natural beauty, with a heightened
elevation and a beautiful sunset that
turns pink over the mountains.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A tradition
with a story:
The Kissing Rock
According to JMU’s
centenniel celebration
website, the Quad had to
be reconstructed in the
1920s to build Alumnae Hall.
During the process, builders
discovered a massive
limestone rock. The rock was
too expensive to be removed,
so it was left in the location.
When the university was
an all-female school, women
were not allowed to be
unsupervised with men. As
a result, they would hide
behind the rock for their
good night kisses.
The glaring white rock is now the
only thing I notice as I eat dinner at
Festival. And just when I thought the
Spirit Rock could not get any worse,
someone painted it purple.
The rock is also missing its target audience. From the photos of the
unveiling, it appears that while there
were some students in attendance,
most of the people painting the rock
were faculty or alumni.
Also, when one scrolls through the
Facebook page of the Madison Society, almost all of the posts are from
alumni. Students are the ones that
have to look at the rock every day, yet
the alumni are the only ones excited
about it.
The Spirit Rock may now be called a
“tradition,” yet it is contrived. The university, I suspect, did not put a statue
of James Madison in front of Hoffman Hall with the intention of giving
students a figure to play dress-up. Students came up with that idea on their
own and then repeated the act until it
became a real tradition.
Giving us a rock to paint and telling us to paint it does not count as
a tradition. A tradition is not a tradition without a significant story, so
therefore the Spirit Rock is not really
a tradition at all.
Sara Woznicki is a sophomore
media arts & design and
communication studies
double major. Contact Sara at
woznicse@dukes.jmu.edu.

SEAN DOLAN | public interest

Food coloring and capitalism

Company decisions should be about ethics, not just profits
An image of a dollop of yogurt in The
Washington Post’s “Outlook” section
jogged my memory. The caption read
“Yoplait Light Red Raspberry yogurt”
then “Red .” I
vaguely remembered buying this
item the last time
I was at Food
Lion. I ran to my
mini-fridge and
my suspicion was
confirmed. The
first yogurt I had
grabbed was none other than “Yoplait
Light Red Raspberry.”
The article by David W. Schab and
Michael F. Jacobson, titled “The rainbow
of food dyes in our grocery store aisles
has a dark side” discusses various health
and legislative issues surrounding artificial dyes.
A study in  found that Red , a
dye added to cherries in canned fruit
cocktail, is a known carcinogen. Fruit
growers in California feared that the
removal of this additive would cut
demand for their product, so they lobbied Rep. Vic Fazio to keep the dye legal.
They got what they wanted.
In , Schab co-authored a
study indicating artificial dyes cause
hyperactivity.
In response, the European Parliament required that foods with such dyes
must include a warning label, effectively leading to the end of artificial dyes in
England. After years of inaction, just
last week the Food and Drug Administration voted to delay any action on
artificial dyes. Maybe Europeans are
more prone to accept scientific research,
or maybe American lobbyists are just
more persuasive.
Although some companies have
banned artificial dyes in their products, Schab and Jacobson write, “Most

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Legality and morality
need to be considered.
Big tax breaks for
corporations and
dangerous dyes in fruit
cocktail continue to
happen only because our
laws are skewed to assist
those with money. They
are legal, but they are
certainly not ethical.
The FDA hasn’t banned the artificial
dye in my yogurt for the same reason
that mega-corporations are able to
avoid paying taxes. The laws of America
overwhelmingly favor corporate interests before the public interest.
In , despite $. billion in profits,
General Electric Co. received a net tax
benefit of $. billion from the Internal
Revenue Service. Not only did GE avoid
paying taxes, taxpayers ended up paying them.
But wait, there’s more. GE CEO Jeffrey Immelt is the chairman of the

President’s Council on Jobs and Competitiveness. The head of a corporation
that spends tens of millions on revising
the tax code for its own benefit is advising President Obama on how to ensure
that American businesses remain
competitive.
Jesse Drucker, a reporter for Bloomberg News, responded to the argument
that low corporate taxes are essential to
remain competitive internationally.
“The result of [corporate tax avoidance] is that it shifts the tax burden to
the people that don’t have the ability to
do this,” Drucker said in an NPR interview, “The  percent of Americans
who don’t have access to sophisticated
tax advisers and also to the companies
that are multinational.”
The lack of taxes from big corporations means less money for government
programs like Social Security and
Medicare. According to Drucker, some
economists estimate that the United
States Treasury is losing between $
billion to $ billion a year in federal
tax revenue.
That money would go a long way to
help curb our debt; much more than
the debilitating spending cuts currently
being proposed in Congress.
Legality and morality need to be considered. Big tax breaks for corporations
and dangerous dyes in fruit cocktail
continue to happen only because our
laws are skewed to assist those with
money. They are legal, but they are certainly not ethical.
In a capitalist society, profit is all
that matters. Just as consumers are
attracted to those colorful artificially
dyed foods, politicians are attracted to
mega-corporations.
Sean Dolan is a sophomore political
science major. Contact Sean at
dolansf@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “come-out-come-outwherever-you-are!” pat to my
future husband.
From a graduating senior
with several engaged friends
who is eagerly anticipating your
appearance.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “hey-that’s-my-face-you’rehitting” dart to the students
lugging massive backpacks onto the
buses and carelessly knocking into
whomever they please.
From someone who sympathizes
with your workload but needs her
elbow — and face — room.
A big “oh-ya-cab’s-here” pat
to our neighbors in Stone Gate for
allowing us to use your creatively
named wireless Internet.
From a bunch of bros who spend
their evenings playing Xbox Live
instead of studying, due to your
generosity.
A “snap-crackle-pop” dart to
academic stress.
From habitual knuckle crackers
who may someday end up with joint
problems.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

companies will resist, because artificial
dyes are brighter, cheaper and more stable than natural colorings.”
My gut reaction: This delicious yogurt
in my mini-fridge is the byproduct of
capitalist greed.
Capitalism puts profits before people.
Capitalism allows McDonald’s to use
Red  in its strawberry sundaes instead
of the safer — albeit more expensive —
natural colorings. Capitalism allows
money to guide legislation instead of
science.

A “be-prepared” pat to the girls
hosting a Lion King party this
weekend.
From Mufasa.
A “thanks-for-playing-doctor”
pat to the guy who bandaged my
finger after I accidentally sliced it
open with an X-ACTO knife.
From the girl who appreciated
your help and wouldn’t mind
hanging out again without injuries
involved.
A “you-can’t-be-serious” dart
to the students selling “grenade
whistles” as a class project.
From a student who thinks you
could have dedicated your marketing
skills to a product that actually
benefits people rather than bringing
them down.

An “iWish-iCould-make-yourcomputer-fail-more-often” pat
to my Mac-less boyfriend.
From your girlfriend who is loving
all your downtime you would have
otherwise spent blogging.
A “slam-dunk” pat to VCU for
making it so far in the madness this
March.
From all the Dukes who are
psyched to see the Rams be one of the
top dogs.
A “thanks-for-the-notice” pat to
the little kid for yelling “no smoking”
to the people outside Roop Hall.
From a junior who also
appreciates clean air.
A “why-are-you-not-open-fordinner-on-Fridays?” dart to Mrs.
Greens.
From Mr. Chips.
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Wiz casts hip-hop spell
Hip-hop’s latest mega-star Wiz Khalifa plays to
adoring crowd at sold out Convocation Center
By Kelsey Peters
The Breeze

Ryan Freeland / The Breeze

Rapper Wiz Khalifa entertained more than 3,000 fans at JMU with his hour-long set Saturday night.

“Black and Yellow” rocked the
grounds of the purple and gold Saturday night.
As part of the College Consciousness
Tour, Wiz Khalifa, along with Mac Miller and opener Mansions on the Moon,
played for a sold-out Convocation Center concert.
The strobe lights, in addition to the
continuous waving and dancing, made
it seem more like a nightclub than the
Convocation Center.
Khalifa’s performance was definitely
catered toward those who knew more
than just the big hits.
“Most of the songs he rapped were
for his true fans, because he’d stop and
let us sing,” said Daniela Zyskowski, a
senior international affairs major.
The difference between his “true”
fans and his partial fans became apparent when singing songs like “Waken
Baken” from his mixtape “Kush and
Orange Juice.”
The four-member Taylor Gang
served as Khalifa’s hype men and
seemed more like the main act than
Khalifa alone.
Taylor Gang took turns at the spotlight, and even for the song “Up,” they
performed a dance routine.
“We got some true Taylor gangers in
here,” Khalifa said.
Instead of having the crowd yelling
his name, Khalifa had the crowds yelling “Taylor Gang or Die!”
Khalifa complained on stage that
there were people at JMU who did not
know who he was.
“It’s cool because I like making new
fans,” Khalifa said.
And he certainly made new fans
when he sang current hit single “No

Sleep.”
He took his shirt off, tattoos exposed,
and spastically danced to a roar of
applause and cheers louder than when
he first entered the stage.
“I can’t really sing, I’m just high as
f---” Khalifa said.
When the cry to “party all night” from
the song “No Sleep” echoed through
the audience, it seemed oddly appropriate. With the energy of the crowd,
it was obvious the party was nowhere
close to ending.
The thumping bass combined with
the stomping of the dancing crowd set
the stage for Wiz Khalifa’s biggest hit
“Black and Yellow.”
Colleen Donoghue, a junior elementary education major and usher for the
performance, believed this was the
most exciting part of the night.
Although Donoghue had to work the
entire concert, she said she had some
interesting interactions.
“A lot of people told me they were too
drunk and couldn’t find their seats,” she
said.
Despite minor complaints of absent
hit songs like “This Plane” and “Say
Yeah,” most of the crowd was very
pleased with the performance.
“You can tell he’s really singing and
genuine in his performance,” said Jadia
Beckius, a senior health sciences major.
“You can tell it’s really him, not electronics and recordings of his voice.”
With an abundance of black and
yellow apparel and “Wake Up Drunk”
T-shirts, the crowd was clearly there to
see Wiz Khalifa. But the opening acts
still impressed some of the diehard Wiz
Khalifa fans.
The show’s special guest was Mansion on the Moon, whose electro-pop
see Wiz, page 10

MACRoCk celebrates its 14th year with more music, bands and 1,300 fans
By Spencer Adams
contributing writer

With 98 bands, this year’s MACRoCk
was the largest and most diverse ode
to independent music since the festival migrated from JMU’s campus to the
downtown area in 2008.
On April 1 and 2, Harrisonburg hosted
the MACRoCk music festival for the 14th
year, and a mix of music, people and festivities came out in full force.
Fans packed six different clubs and
restaurants in downtown Harrisonburg, including Clementine Cafe, Artful
Dodger and the Court Square Theater.
On Friday, the bands started playing
around 4 p.m. and were still jamming
past midnight.
With fans that start at high school age
all the way up to married couples who
could easily be in their 70s, MACRoCk
drew one of the most diverse crowds.
“It was a really good blend this year,”
said Ben Mills, MACRoCk coordinator.
“Our biggest market is 18-35 year olds,

but there’s a lot of outliers.”
Mills said that about 1,300 people
came out this weekend, about 300 more
than last year.
Students carpooled from Washington, D.C., Richmond, Va. and other
colleges just to see their favorite band
play. Those of a younger crowd came to
enjoy the great food, a tall glass of beer
and different music, of which they had
plenty of options.
Clementine was a haven for alternative rock and energetic indie bands.
At around 8 p.m., the group White
Laces was on stage, giving alternative
rock a great name. Hailing from Richmond, they are a four-man group with
seemingly endless energy. A crowd
quickly filled up Clementine as their
show progressed. When they began
playing “Sick of Summer,” a homage to
the Beach Boys, fans were bobbing their
heads and yelling with enjoyment.
A block away, at the Court Square
Theater, The Missionaries from Richmond played their soulful folk music.

According to the band’s website, the
group can include up to 14 members,
but on Friday, there were eight — four
men and four women.
The band consisted of a clarinetist,
violinist, flutist, guitarists and a drummer. Fans sat back and relaxed in the
dark theater, watching The Missionaries
play delicate harmonies on stage. The
Missionaries ended their show with a
cover of the Simple Minds song, “Don’t
You (Forget About Me).”
With the steel frames of the structure
protruding from the ceiling, almost
touching those in the seats, there is a
very personal feel to the theater. Soft
indie bands and folk groups played at
Court Square all night, giving a nice
change to the fast-paced music elsewhere at MACRoCk.The headlining act
at Court Square was S. Carey, an indie
folk band out of Wisconsin.
“This is our first time playing here,
but we checked out the stage and it
see Music, page 10

Madison Motorsports rev up weekend

Concert cycles poetry and song
‘Margaret Walker Song Cycle’ honors poetry and past

Car club celebrates 10 years
with annual show

By Heather McNelis
contributing writer

By Neal Hollowell
The Breeze

A full parking lot at JMU may or not be
rare, but visitors of the C4 Lot this weekend would have found it filled with cars
not typical of our crowded lots.
Madison Motorsports, JMU’s drivers
club, held its tenth annual car show on
Saturday.
The club celebrated its 10th anniversary this weekend.
The show featured cars representing
six classes including European, domestic,
import and classic cars, as well as 4x4s
and motorcycles.
But for the most part, the show hosted
a slew of heavily modified Volkswagens,
Mazdas and Subarus, many of which had
popped hoods displaying impeccably
clean engines.
Jake Thiewes, Madison Motorsports’
president and a senior media arts and
design major, had his two cars on display: a ’91 BMW 535i and a ’95 Mazda
Miata, for street use and racing, respectively. But these cars were not there just
to look pretty.
“The Miata’s been fairly heavily modified for track stuff,” Thiewes said. “But
when I did all of that, it made it miserable to drive in the street.”
Aside from hosting the show, the members of Madison Motorsports participate

Matt Schmachtenberg / the breeze

Charlottesville’s Borrowed Beams of Light plays an energetic set at Downtown 34.
They were among 98 different bands visiting Harrisonburg for the 14th MACRoCk.

Nate Carden / the breeze

Jack Cash , a junior engineering major, displays his prized ‘67 Ford Mustang at
Madison Motorsports event.

and compete in a variety of events.
These activities range from casual
drives to events called autocrosses where
cars navigate cone courses in parking lots.
While their local autocross venue is
the Verona, Va. autocross track, frequent
spots for the club include Summit Point in
West Virginia and Virginia International
Raceway in Danville, Va.
This year’s Madison Motorshow was
free and open to anyone, but displaying
a vehicle required a $10 fee.
To garner attention for the event,
Thiewes went on message boards, put
up flyers around campus and contacted
other local car clubs.
Justin Rende, a freshman international business major, didn’t have a car

on display but was one of dozens who
attended Saturday afternoon.
“I just came to spectate, just because
there are so many nice cars,” said
Rende, who joined Madison Motorsports this past semester.
Thiewes said he didn’t know everyone who registered a vehicle, as there
were more than 50 cars, with only
about 20 owned by members of the
club.
Madison Motorshow was in
part sponsored by Subaru North
America, and a portion of the proceeds went to support Cat’s Cradle.
Contact Neal Hollowell at
hollownr@dukes.jmu.edu.

On Saturday night, the JMU Chorale helped relive the battle of the Civil
Rights movement on stage in a concert
honoring poet Margaret Walker.
The Chorale served as background
singers for the beautiful vocals of Aurelia Williams, cranking up the intensity
and spirituality her voice and bringing
Margaret Walker’s poetry to life.
The Chorale sat quietly as they prepared to sing backup in “Lineage: The
Margaret Walker Song Cycle.” This spiritual affair, an alliance between The
Forbes Center for the Performing Arts
and the Furious Flower Poetry Center,
came to JMU for the second year in a
row.
Blue lights dimmed on the Forbes
Center stage as Teresa Gonzalez, associate vice president of Academic Affairs,
welcomed a multicultural audience of
peers, friends and associates.
After expressing her respect for the
American poet, novelist and educator
Margaret Walker, Gonzalez read a line
from Walker’s first poem, composed
when Walker was only 17.
“ ‘I want to write the songs of my people,’ ” Gonzalez said, reading from the
poem. “ ‘I want to frame their dreams
into words, their souls into notes.’ ”
Walker was born and raised in the
Deep South, the granddaughter of

slaves and the daughter of a minister.
Her poetry reflects the constant struggle as a black woman living in America
during the Civil Rights Movement.
Furious Flower Poetry Executive
Director Joanne Gabbin introduced
composer Randy Klein and soloist
Aurelia Williams, kicking off the anticipated show.
“This concert has been in the making for more than 10 years,” Klein said.
Explaining the journey that led him
to composing the show, he clarified
his purpose: to synchronize Margaret
Walker’s poetry to music.
The performance was a powerful
blend of compositions, lyrically identical to a variety of Margaret Walker’s
works.
“It’s very important to show poetry
can be very relative and expressive,”
said Marissa Dennehy, a senior English major.
Senior communication studies
major Aishah McNeil said the music
helped her relate to Walker’s poetry.
“Some people have a hard time connecting to poetry,” McNeil said. “But
you can bring life into poetry by adding music.”
The program showcased 11 songs
from the vast collection of Walker’s poems, including headliner
“Lineage,” which began the program on
see poetry, page 10
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MOVIE REVIEW

‘Source Code’ could use upgrade
By JORDAN FARMER
contributing writer

“Source Code,” the new film
starring Jake Gyllenhaal, is a
refreshing mixture of old and new
school science-fiction tropes.
More than  years ago, Stanley Kubrick crafted the most
dazzling science-fiction film
of all time with “: A Space
Odyssey.” The trick of that film
was Kubrick’s vision of the future.
Kubrick had the inclination —
and the genius — to let the “big
ideas” play around the edges in
an almost ambivalent way.
Recently though, the sciencefiction genre has devolved into
little more than a vehicle for
high-minded metaphysics that
can make the prospect of reading
Nietzsche seem like an exciting
alternative.
“Source Code” is a windup toy
thriller that is every bit a contraption, but it’s one that engages
your pulse as well as your mind.
Gyllenhaal plays Capt. Colter Stevens, an Air Force pilot
who operates a program called
“source code” that allows him

Source Code


PG-13 93 min.
Starring Jake Gyllenhall,
Michell Monaghan and Vera
Farmiga

to take over the body of a person
in the last eight minutes of their
life. Stevens finds himself on a
Chicago-bound train, inhabiting
the body of a man named Sean
Fentress.
But before he can discover his
objective, a bomb explodes on the
train, killing everyone. The movie
keeps replaying these last eight
minutes on the train, in a sort of
trippy homage to “Groundhog
Day,” and Stevens’ goal is to discover who detonated the bomb.
Gyllenhaal has always been
an actor that succeeds in quieter roles (“Zodiac,” “Brokeback
Mountain”) and seems quite lost
in larger, outsized roles (“The Day
After Tomorrow,” “Prince of Persia”). Here though, he stretches
the action-hero archetype to fit
his intelligent, leading-man sensibility — and it works for him.

Michelle Monaghan shows up
on the train as a fellow passenger
and lends her soft, sensual spark
to romantically inclined pauses in
the action.
The movie pivots on a handful of surprises, none of which
I’ll spoil here, but I will say this:
the first half of the film, which primarily takes place on the train, is
shot and edited for optimum
excitement. The mystery of the
bomb gives the film a pulsating
narrative surge.
After that, however, the identity of the bomber becomes
secondary to clunky exposition
and philosophical digressions
on time and fate. The movie does
have some interesting things
to say about the asymmetrical nature of time, but it ends
up squandering these notions
with a trite, Hollywood-friendly
ending.
Overall, “Source Code” is a
fun ride that’s more enjoyable if
you check your brain at the door.
CONTACT Jordan Farmer at
farmerja@dukes.jmu.edu.

VENUE | Allows for ‘more music’
from front

danced, bobbed and bounced
until about midnight.
Ben Mills, director of MACRoCk, was integral in getting
Downtown Music  to participate. He said that last year the
festival faced capacity issues
“Our main goal in adding a
venue, especially Downtown
, is to find more size and
more space to put more music,
and allow more people to see
music,” Mills said.
Downtown Music , when its
floor is cleared, can host a maximum capacity of , thanks in

part to the lack of seating. This
is the second largest capacity of
the MACRoCk venues.
Court Square Theatre can
hold nearly . But bars such
as Clementine, the Artful Dodger and the Little Grill can’t
match up. The Blue Nile’s total
seating is only .
The new venue is one of the
few hosts that doesn’t serve
alcohol. Despite this, Mills
claimed the location was not
going to target a different
audience.
“MACRoCk is an all-ages
event, it’s open to the public,”
Mills said. “You can bring your

kids along, you can bring your
grandma along.”
Provided your grandmother
is in to punk rock.
Metroka is thrilled with the
substance-free policy, and touts
his establishment as being “for
the musicians.”
“You’re not here to eat,
you’re not here to drink,
you’re here to listen to the
music,” Metroka said. “It’s
really nice for the artists and
really showcases their talents.”
CONTACT Neal Hollowell at
hollownr@dukes.jmu.edu.

WIZ | Rapper caters to diehard fans,
while others miss big radio hits
from page 9

sound made them a not-so-typical opening act for Wiz Khalifa.
“We know we’re a little bit different,” said Ben Hazlegrove, the
singer and keyboardist. “But if
we get a couple of y’all [fans],
mission accomplished.”
They kept asking politely for
the crowd to get animated, saying “we’re doing the best we
can” to get the crowd ready for
Khalifa.
The next act demanded that
attention.
Songs like “Nikes on my Feet”
and “Donald Trump” had the

crowd not only on their feet,
but dancing and swaying to the
words of Mac Miller.
The connection to the crowd
was like that of a headliner. Cellphones and lighters came out
for his slower songs.
“I want you to feel like you
really know who I am when I
walk off this stage,” Miller said.
Wiz Khalifa and Mac Miller
are known friends, but their lack
of collaboration disappointed
Amy Pagano, a senior hospitality and tourism management
major.
“I wish they had sang [“Keep
Floatin”] together,” Pagano said.

The crowd was definitely
not ready for the show to end
at : p.m. making Khalifa’s
act only a little more than an
hour. But they could not offer a
standing ovation, as the crowd
had been on their feet from the
moment Khalifa entered the
stage.
“Every chance I get to perform for my best friends, I
always take it,” Khalifa said.
The Campus Consciousness
Tour almost non-stop through
April , ending in Auburn, Ala.
CONTACT Kelsey Peters at
peterske@dukes.jmu.edu.

MUSIC | Bands bring life to ‘Burg
from page 9

definitely looks real nice and a
great place to play,” Sean Carey
said.
Carey, who is also the drummer for indie band Bon Iver, said
he has worked to separate himself musically from S. Carey. The
band released its first album last
year.
“When I was touring with Bon
Iver, I had some songs that came
to me that I wanted to record,”
Carey said. “I’d lay down some
ideas, leave and then come back
to add some more layers and
they eventually turned into an
album.”
During the day, Downtown
 is a place to rent instruments
and record and rehearse music.
For MACRoCk, it became a place

for music reminiscent of decades
past, with vintage records by the
likes of Barry Manilow, Pat Benatar and Elvis Presley lining the
left side of the room.
Strobe lights flickered and
black lights lined the ceilings
as people with showy outfits
danced and talked in the middle of the room. On stage, a
band more extravagant than
all of them combined took the
stage — Dangerous Ponies of
Philadelphia.
Each member wore glitter,
sequins and gold, and had both
a microphone and an instrument. Around  p.m., after
what was quite possibly the longest music check (they had at
least  different instruments
and microphones to check), the
Dangerous Ponies jumped right

into feel-good sing along music.
Tambourines in the shapes
of ice cream cones, a drummer
dressed in overalls and an entire
band drenched in glitter made
the Dangerous Ponies an act
not to be missed. They seemed to
enjoy the performance as much
as the fans.
As the night went on, people
walked the streets, going in and
out of the different bars, getting
a little taste of almost every kind
of music.
“Each year MACRoCk continues to get better and better
because we put more time
and thought and energy into
it,” Mills said. “This weekend was a direct result of that.”
CONTACT Spencer Adams
at adamssc@dukes.jmu.edu.

POETRY | Choir honors poet’s
work and legacy in performance
from page 9

all-inclusive living.
leather-style furniture.
private living.
540.432.0600 | 1070 LOIS LN

a melancholy note.
Old pictures of solemn landscapes, poverty-stricken children
and cotton fields were projected
behind the artists as Klein began
with a beautiful piano solo. Then,
singing softly, Williams joined
him.
“My grandmothers were
strong / They followed plows and
bent to toil,” she sang.
The audience was graced with
a more powerful Williams as she
and the JMU Chorale cranked up
the intensity in “The Ballad of the
Free.” The powerful performance
moved audience members
joined with clapping.

Up to that point, Klein introduced the compositions. But for
“I Want to Write,” Walker herself introduced the piece with a
recorded poetry reading on tape.
This was a spiritual experience
for those celebrating Walker’s
life, fortitude and poetry, and
the musical performance after
the tape connected the members
of the audience with the purpose
and power of the show.
“For My People,” the show
finale, was a premiere performance for Klein and Williams.
The musical transformation of
Walker’s poems into lyrics was
soulful. The music bellowed
and the audience swayed with
the powerful words. As the song

came to an end the audience
erupted into a standing ovation.
“[It] expresses the history of
how people have overcome their
struggles and just the way they
express this is a beautiful art,”
said Melodie Barefield a junior
communication studies major.
As the show let out anonymous voices could be heard from
exiting audience members.
The Forbes Center will host
internationally renowned
pianist Alexandre Dossin t
his Monday night. Tickets are
available at the Forbes box
office.
CONTACT Heather McNelis
at mcnelihe@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sports

Who do you think will win the MEN’s
NCAA championship?
Take the poll at breezejmu.org

Editors David Barton & Shannon Kenny Email breezesports@gmail.com

JMU football spring drills
The Dukes will enter their second week of spring
workouts this week. NCAA rules allow Division I
football programs up to 15 spring practices within a
34-day span. JMU will be preparing for an 11-game
2011 season. Eight of these matchups will be against
CAA competitors, including conference newcomer
Old Dominion University.
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Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Pads Practice
@ 4 p.m.

Pads Practice
@ 4 p.m.

DAY OFF

Pads Practice
@ 4 p.m.

Scrimmage
@ 12:30 p.m.

April 5

April 8

April 7

April 6

11

April 9

All practices are open to the public
and will take place on the practice
field at the north edge of campus
next to JMU’s old baseball stadium.

Softball (3 wins, 0 losses)

Dukes steal weekend series from Patriots
By Joe Doherty
contributing writer

With solid pitching and a dominating offense, JMU’s softball team
swept a three-game series against
Colonial Athletic Association foe
George Mason University at Veterans Memorial Park this weekend.
The wins moved the Dukes to
23-10 overall and 5-1 in the CAA,
and more importantly, kept them
one game behind Hofstra University
(6-0 CAA) for first place in the conference. The GMU Patriots dropped
to 10-16 overall and 1-5 in the CAA.
In game one, senior pitcher Olivia McPherson struck out five batters
on only four hits and pitched the
entire seven innings, improving her
record to 9-4, as JMU cruised to the
7-1 victory.
“When your game one starter,
like [McPherson], can go the full
seven, then you know you’ve got a
combination in [Cara] Stecher and
Brittany Jeans in relief you can use
for the second game,” said coach
Katie Flynn.
The Dukes ended up needing this
combination in the second contest,
as sophomore Stecher pitched a
near complete game by striking out
a season-high eight batters in 6 1/3
innings to lead the Dukes past the
Patriots 7-3.
Stecher notched her 10th victory
of the season, and if not for a threerun home run by Mason shortstop
Rachael Davies in the seventh,
freshman pitcher Jeans would not
have needed to clean up the last 2/3
innings.
The real story, however, was a
Dukes’ offense that pounced on
Mason early to establish solid leads
that McPherson and Stecher were
able to hold.
“We were getting out there
scoring runs, scoring in multiple
innings,” Flynn said. “A lot of people were really getting on track
offensively.”
Freshman third baseman Caitlin
Sandy led this offensive run, going

Nate Carden / The Breeze

Junior shortstop Ashley Burnham attempts to tag Patriot junior first baseman Katie Rynex out at second base.

five for six over the first two games
with three RBIs. In just two games
her batting average improved from
.258 to .306.
In game one, it was her two-run
RBI in the second inning that started a five-run outburst for the Dukes.
Junior Caitlen Manning and
sophomore Megan Shinaberry each
added an RBI in the inning, and by
the end of the second the Dukes had
a 6-0 lead on Mason that they never
relinquished.
Sandy stayed hot in the second
game, and her RBI single in the
fourth that drove in sophomore Lori

Botkin gave the Dukes a 3-0 lead.
“I was just staying focused, keeping my head clear and having fun,”
Sandy said. “It definitely boosts my
confidence getting hits and driving
in runs like that.”
The efforts of sophomores Jasmine Butler and Haley Johnson
paced the Dukes offense in game
two.
The two players were key in a
big four-run fifth inning that broke
the game wide open for the Dukes.
Butler, who went four for four with
two RBIs in the game, singled to
open the frame. Two batters later,

VCU falls to fellow
underdog in Final Four

Women’s Golf

n UNCW Lady Seahawk

Classic @ Wallace, N.C.
Monday-Tuesday, all day

Butler heads to its second straight NCAA
championship game, held in Houston, TX

Track & Field
n Mason Spring Invitational
@ Fairfax, Va.
Saturday, all day

The Washington Post

Women’s Tennis

n University of Richmond @ JMU

Tuesday, 2:30 p.m.

men’s Tennis

n Howard University @ JMU

Wednesday, 3 p.m.

n Georgetown University

Friday, 3 p.m.

n University of Richmond @ JMU

Saturday, 11 a.m.

Softball

n University of Virginia

Wednesday, 4 p.m.

n University of Delaware

Saturday, 12 p.m.
Sunday, 12 p.m.
Baseball

n Liberty University

Wednesday, 3 p.m.

n Georgia State University @ JMU

Friday, 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, 12 p.m.

Track & Field

n Mason Spring Invitational

Women’s Lacrosse

n Old Dominion University @ JMU

Friday, 7 p.m.

see softball, page 12

NCAA

games
this week

@ Fairfax, Va.
Saturday, all day

Johnson drove Butler and freshman
Lindsey Tomasz in with a three-run
home run.
It was Johnson’s third home run
of the season, and after a Patriot’s
fielding error yielded another run
for the Dukes in the frame, Madison had a 7-0 lead that Mason didn’t
recover from.
But the Patriots made it interesting in the seventh when Davies hit
the three-run home run, cutting the
lead to 7-3.
After Jeans walked two and gave
up a single to load the bases with
one out, the game had an eerily

similar feel to the game against University of North Carolina at
Wilmington last Sunday. The Dukes
entered the final frame of that game
up 7-2 before giving up seven runs
to the Seahawks to lose 9-7.
But Jeans brushed off the pressure and got Patriot first baseman
Katie Rynex to line out to Manning
at second base. Manning then threw
to first base to double-up Patriot
Kaila Conlon to end the game.
“I’ve got to give the team a lot of
credit. They really had great composure. Even when it started looking
like a déjà vu situation, they had
fantastic composure,” Flynn said.
George Mason had a chance to
take a big lead early in the game, but
Butler came up big on defense as
she made a diving, snow cone catch
with the bases loaded and two outs
in the third to halt the Patriots’ rally.
Butler recorded a hit in both
games that extended her hitting
streak to 15 games, putting her in
second place for the longest hit
streak in school history.
“It’s exciting, but I mean really it’s
just about winning the game,” Butler said about the hit streak. “It’s a
team a sport so really, it’s just about
coming out here and trying to get a
win in conference.”
But the records did not stop there
for the Dukes. In the second inning
of game two, senior Katie Spitzer
was hit by a pitch for the eighth
time this year, tying her for the single season record set by ’09 alumna
catcher Julia Dominguez in 2007.
Although it is a painful record to
work up to, Spitzer took a positive
approach to her place in the JMU
history books.
“I mean I don’t mind it, but I
think I’d rather be getting some hits
for my team,” she said. “But really
you just get on base any way you
can, and I’ll help out my team any
way I can.”
It’s a team concept that has the
Dukes on a roll as of late. Aside from

Meredith Sizemore / The Breeze

Soccer’s off-season efforts
Redshirt sophomore defender Megan Fessler (above) will be entering
her third season in the fall with one goal and one assist from the 2010
season under her belt. The JMU women’s soccer team faced off against
St. Francis University and Marshall University last weekend for two of six
spring off-season games.

Something about Saturday night’s
“little teams that could” national semifinal didn’t feel right in the beginning.
Now that it’s over — now that Butler
is moving forward again and Virginia
Commonwealth University returns to
Richmond with a tremendous tale but
ultimately no trophy — it feels even
worse.
Rocky Balboa shouldn’t be allowed
to knock himself out. The good guys
shouldn’t eliminate each other.
When the most unlikely underdog
Final Four matchup since perhaps
Texas Western-Utah in 1966 happens,
of course someone has to lose. And
there will be plenty who argue that at
least they bowed to one of their own,
and weren’t bludgeoned by 20 points
or more by one of college basketball’s
traditionally elite programs.
But from courtside, VCU being sent
packing by Butler, 70-62, in a game
of this magnitude — one mid-major
program snuffing out the dreams of
another a step shy of the title game —
has got to be a little tougher mentally to
digest for the loser. VCU only knocked
out giants from the Pacific-10, Big East,
Big Ten, ACC and Big 12 — before the
Rams were undone by the pride of the
Horizon League.
Goodbye, VC-New. Hello, Original
Party Crashers.
Really, if someone had told you
after Butler’s pixie-dust run ended at
the buzzer against Duke in the championship game a year ago, “Oh, don’t
worry, they’ll be back next year,” you

would have either smirked or said it
was too soon for such gallows humor,
that the kids aren’t even done crying in
the locker room.
When Butler’s unflappable coach,
Brad Stevens, was asked if anyone
mentioned that to him last season, he
smiled and said, “No,” adding, in a genuine moment of reflection, “If you think
about it, it really is unfathomable.”
The truth: There were only two likable programs here this weekend, and
one of them just went home.
You almost feel sorry for Connecticut’s Kemba Walker and Kentucky’s
Brandon Knight, as crazy as that sounds.
The reputations of Huskies Coach Jim
Calhoun and Wildcats Coach John Calipari preceded them long before either
kid signed a scholarship, and it directly
impacted how their teams have been
viewed in Houston this weekend.
The night before Connecticut and
Kentucky matched up in Saturday’s
blue-blood semifinal, allegations over
illegal benefits received by a player
resurfaced, a scandal that already got
Calhoun docked three Big East games
next season by the NCAA. On the Wildcats’ side, there were revelations that a
Calipari staffer had obliterated the rules
by making impermissible phone calls to
recruits, apparently simultaneously for
Memphis and Kentucky.
The good news is, the survivor of
the “little teams that could” semifinal
would get a chance to suit up as Philistines on Monday night and bring the
big, bad and very unseemly giant down.
see Basketball, page 12
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GAME OVERVIEW
Men’s Tennis

Women’s Tennis

JMU vs. University of Delaware

JMU vs. George Mason University

JMU (9-5, 1-2 CAA) has won three straight
dual matches after defeating the Delaware
Blue Hens 4-3 on Friday. The match, at
Old Dominion’s Folkes-Stevens Tennis
Center in Norfolk, was decided by a late
JMU comeback win. After dropping the
doubles point to Delaware (6-5, 1-3 CAA),
the Dukes seized control when the heart
of JMU’s singles players — sophomores
No. 3 Florent Sentenac and No. 4 Ryan
Pool, and junior No. 5 Jovan Milic — all won
their matches. To close out the dual meet,
sophomore No. 1 Greg Vladimirsky came
from a set down to win 6-1, 6-4 in the next
two sets and seal the victory for JMU.

JMU women’s tennis won their first CAA
match of the year Sunday against the
George Mason Patriots at the Hillside
Courts. There were four Dukes who won
both their singles and doubles matches:
junior No. 1 Kinsey Pate, freshman No. 3
Jacqueline Palmucci and sophomores No.
4 Megan Douglass and No. 5 Katherine
Bulling. JMU also played Friday and
Saturday and recorded losses to UNC
Wilmington 7-0 and University of Delaware
4-3. The Dukes have three more dual
matches before the CAA tournament, which
starts on April 21 at the Folkes-Stevens
Tennis Center.

SOFTBALL | Student athletes
break records in weekend series
from page 11

one loss to UNC Wilmington,
the JMU team has won seven of
its last eight games and doesn’t
plan on slowing down any time
soon.
“This is a huge momentum
boost for us,” Butler said. “It’s
something that will keep us rolling into the next one and keep
us going game after game.”
That momentum continued
into Sunday as the Dukes and
the Patriots faced off in game
three of the weekend series,
resulting in a JMU win of -.
Sophomore utility Haley
Johnson led off the Dukes with
a double in the second inning.
In the third, Butler extended
her hitting streak to  games

Want to see
more sports
coverage? Write
for the sports
section.

with an RBI single to give JMU
a - lead and push Butler to a
tie in first place for the longest
hit streak.
GMU struggled to get on the
scoreboard, finally getting two
runs off bases-loaded walks
in the fourth inning, tying the
score -.
The Patriots took the lead in
the top of the sixth inning, scoring a run on a single and pulling
ahead -.
In the bottom of the seventh,
with JMU trailing by only one
run, junior shortstop Ashley
Burnham took her opportunity
to tie the score and break the
school record for home runs
in a season with her eleventh,
tying the score -.
The Patriots went into their

first extra inning in the top of
the eighth unscoring, leaving
the window of opportunity wide
open for JMU. Botkin came
through with a walk-off home
run, giving the Dukes the win.
The Dukes will take a break
from conference play as they
travel to Charlottesville to face
the University of Virginia in
a doubleheader Wednesday.
JMU will move on to play a
three-game series away this
weekend at conference competitor University of Delaware,
and will not return home until
April  for a doubleheader against Liberty University.
CONTACT Joe Doherty at
dohertjp@dukes.jmu.edu.

BASKETBALL |
VCU’s NCAA run ends

Contact
breezesports@
gmail.com

ROBERT BOAG / FILE PHOTO

Second-year head coach Shaka Smart led the VCU Rams to the first
Final Four in the program’s history. They lost to the Butler Bulldogs on
Saturday, prompting a bittersweet tournament exit.
from page 11

And who better than the kids
from Butler, who now have a shot
to rewrite their ending from last
year, the one that saw Gordon
Hayward’s half-court shot ricochet
off the rim at the buzzer against
Duke.
Matt Howard was indefatigable
Saturday and flat-out sealed the
game in the final minutes while
playing with four fouls. The shaggy mop atop his head shook as he
put back a miss with less than a
minute left, and then grabbed a
monster rebound on the other
end, drew a foul and converted
free throws to push Butler ahead
by eight, -.
Shelvin Mack was a study in
poise, rebounding from a slow
start and refusing to be lured into
VCU Coach Shaka Smart’s uptempo game that was supposed
to rattle and roll the Bulldogs.
VCU led by eight points early
and began knocking down threepointers as it had this entire
tournament. But Butler treated
the Rams like a large fish it had
hooked; the Bulldogs let VCU run
with the line but always reeled
the Rams back in and got back to
rebounding and a more physical
game inside.
At one juncture, Mack went on
a - binge by himself, dropping
in long jumpers from beyond the
arc and knifing to the basket with
black-and-gold jerseys all over
him.
In the end, it was only fitting
that role players the casual fan
might never have heard of — Zach
Hahn, Ronald Nored and Shawn
Vanzant — played crucial roles in
sending the Bulldogs back to the
title game.
That they had to KO another

Discount pricing for special events

program with one-tenth the
recruiting budget of Calipari or
Calhoun was collateral damage
along the way that can’t be helped.

“What our guys
accomplished
over the past four
weeks is terrific.”
Shaka Smart

head basketball coach at VCU

Still, you had to feel for the VCU
kids coming up short, especially
after the school sold out its allotment of tickets and the support for
the Rams in Richmond was phenomenal, given that most college
basketball fans had never heard
the name Shaka or Skeen or Joey
Rodriguez just a month ago.
“What our guys accomplished
over the past four weeks is terrific,”
Smart said afterward, appearing to
catch himself before he shed tears
on the podium.
Rodriguez and Bradford Burgess’s eyes were predictably red
on the dais after the game. Skeen,
who battled Howard as well as he
could inside, was a picture of defiance, saying he had no desire to
root for any team that beat VCU,
no matter its small size.
In time, he should change his
mind. Because when Matt Howard and Shelvin Mack and Butler
(enrollment ,) take the court
before ,-plus on Monday
night, they’re not merely playing
for themselves; they’re playing for
every non-power conference program that ever dreamed it could
actually play in the championship
game of the NCAA tournament —
let alone do it all over again.
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5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select
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Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
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Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.

PURCELL PARK BRICK 4B,
2FB, corner lot, hardwood, det.
garage, full UF basement, fireplace $230k (540) 560-3837
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
Why rent when you can buy?
Immaculate 2 bedroom townhome, close to JMU, with great
upgrades. Amazing basement
built for entertaining, complete
with bar and drink fridge. All
stone patio makes for no lawn
care! Asking $139,900. Start
investing now to build for
the future! Offered by Massanutten Realty: Christopher
Whitelock II. Call (540) 8207169 for more details.
MASSANUTTEN RESORT
floating yearly vacation week,
deeded title, Friday check-in,
2 bedrooms, 2 baths, sleeps
6, gold crown rated Summit
unit, close to JMU, great for
parents, family, graduation,
and sports weekends, reduced
price, jduffy10@comcast.net
(901) 861-3759

MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE 5
BR, 3 BA will rent to groups of
3, 4 or 5. It comes Furnished,
also has a dishwasher, microwave, garbage disposal, and
w/ d. JMU in walking distance.
Local Owners, not property
managers. Lease can start in
June, July or August. Rent
can include some of utilities
call to ask and negotiate. Call
540-828-0464 ask for Greg
Michael or James

RESEVOIR ST 4 BR, 2 BA,
furnished. Garbage disposal
and dishwasher, washer, dryer
and JMU in walking distance.
$1000 Rent, lease Start Aug.
1. (540) 828-0464.

HORSEBACK TRAIL GUIDE
Keezlenutten Farm is looking
for summer help to take out
trail rides. Horse experience
required! Call Danielle (540)
290-3731

NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student
Summer Rentals, May-Aug,
seabreezerealty.com (252)
255-6328

BEST SUMMER JOB Live and
Work at the Beach Ocean City,
MD & Virginia Beach. Great
Tan, Competitive Pay, Earn
$10,000. Apply at ocbeachphotos.com/ ocb-apply.html

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, two blocks from
campus with W/ D, Available
6/1 or 8/17, $675/ mo., www.
dogwoodcommons.com/ walnut.html (540) 433-1569
GREAT APARTMENT Looking for female to take over my
lease for the 2011-12 school
year at Stone Gate Apartments. Private bedroom and
bathroom along with utilities,
excercise room and internet
for $485.00 a month. Bottom
level four bedroom apartment.
Sign lease by May 1st and receive July and August 2011 for
free. Email skizner@aol.com or
call (540) 705-6977
SOUTHVIEW APARTMENT
available to lease- Fall 2011.
Contact hansensn@dukes.jmu.
edu for details

BARTENDING $300/ DAY
POTENTIAL. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. TRAINING
AVAILABLE 1-800-965-6520
EXT212

Questions? Call 568-6127

SKYDIVE! One-day first jumps
from 13,500’ from 22-jumper
twin engine airplane. Gift Certificates! www.skydiveorange.
com (540) 943-6587
CHURCH, QUAKERS,
FRIENDS Please join us for
Quaker Meeting. We cherish
the Light within every person
and work for peace. Friends
gather in silent expectant
waiting on Sundays, 10-11 am,
everyone welcome. 363 High
Street, Dayton, VA. http://valleyfriends.org (540) 820-3840

SGA Debate
April 11, @ 8 pm

BIKE MAPS, BIKE TOURS
Ride Your Bike Across America. We have the maps to help.
Free map catalog & magazine.
www.adventureycling.org

In the lower drum
of the Festival Stage
Questions? Email sgadebate@gmail.com

BARTENDING CLASSES 2011
jiggersbartendingschool.com
flexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971

9,500

The number of chances you’ll have
to get the word out there.
Advertise in the

CLASSIFIEDS
All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.
Questions? Call 540.568.6127
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WE HAVE TO OFFER!
Townhome Communties
One bedroom units still available!
The largest clubhouse in Harrisonburg
A HUGE 24 hour Fitness Center
Two Pools and Jacuzzi
Game room with Computer lab, pool table,
poker table, foose ball table and a Wii
Free tanning
2 basketball courts and a Volley ball court
Lease now for 2011-2012!

Go onto our website,
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com,
to check out our spacious ﬂoor plans!

Copper Beech Townhomes
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 438- 0401
harrisonburg@cbeech.com

